Activating Your Blind

ATTENTION!
In order to
t protect your blind during transit, the motor has been placed in sleep mode. Prior to installation
please ensure that you give your blind(s) a full charge, a full charge should take no longer than 4-5 hours
and will be indicated by a GREEN light on your charger. Simply connect your charger to the charging port
located at the end of your battery.

Should you not have a charger you can still activate your blind(s) by following this simple process:
Connect the external battery to the motor, the blind will jog once confirming that it is now awake PLEASE
NOTE: your blind will have limited charge – we therefore advise a full charge as soon as you are able, your
Motorised blind is now ready to use!

Motorised Wooden Blind Fitting Instructions
(Tilt Only operation)

Fitting The Blind:
Step 1 - Fitting the brackets

Note: You will need at least 40mm clearance behind the headrail to fit
the battery pack in the ideal position.
Please take this in to consideration when fitting your blind.
Extend hinged door on each bracket as far as it will go. Identify left and
right brackets from the L and R markings inside.
Position the brackets, making sure they are the correctwidth apart for
your headrail and mark the two holes according to type of fixing you
wish to apply (A = 'Top Fix', B = 'Face Fix'). Then simply drill/screw your
brackets in to place.
Support brackets will be supplied on blinds over 100cm wide.
These will need to be spaced evenly long the headrail, making sure they
do not interfere with any of the cords/tapes and can be face or top
mounted.
Support brackets are designed so that the headrail simply sits and rests
within the 'C shape', providing support to longer blinds. There are no
hinged doors on support brackets.

Step 2 - Fitting the blind
Once the brackets are fitted, remove the plastic end caps
from the blind headrail.
Slide the blind into the brackets, with the operating cords
and velcro patches facing outwards. Make sure that the
headrail sits completely inside the brackets.
Push down and snap the hinge doors shut to lock the
headrail into position.
Remove the thin plastic backing from both velcro patches,
leaving adhesive surfaces. Position the pelmet on front and
press firmly to adhere.
If you have selected an ‘Exact’ measurement, your blind will
be supplied with pelmet returns. These can be attached on to
the sides of the brackets using velcro patches in the same
way.
IMPORTANT - Please note that TILT ONLY operation blinds are supplied with a cord control for the raise/lower
operation. Please refer to page 6 for important information about fitting the cord safety cleat and child safety.

A Quick Note About Re-Charging Your Blind:

Fitting Your Li-Ion Battery Pack:

To re-charge your motorised blind simply connect your Somfy
charger into the port in the in the end of the battery. Please note
that you may need to remove your battery pack from its place in
order for the charger to reach it.

Step 1 - Fitting The Battery Pack
Note: You will need at least 40mm clearance
behind the headrail to fit the battery pack.
There are 2 options for fitting the battery pack:
Use the clips to attach the battery pack to the
back of the headrail.
OR
Attach the wall brackets to desired area in your
window recess, leaving enough room for the blind.

The battery pack can be secured outside the
headrail in either a vertical or horizontal position.
We recommend the battery pack is secured
behind the headrail so it is hidden from view.

Step 2 - Connecting the Battery Pack
Connect the battery pack to the motor by simply
connecting the battery cable to the motor cable.
Make sure that the antenna is not obscured or
tangled up.

Operating Your Remote And Blind:

Your remote should come pre-paired with the blind that it belongs to.
If not, please follow the quick and easy step below to pair it.
Pairing A Remote With A Motor:
On the remote, press and hold the UP and DOWN
buttons simultaneously until the blind jogs.*
/ STOP

*Moves up slightly then down once.

Note: Power should only be connected to the
blind/blinds being programmed. All other blinds
should be disconnected from their respective
power while programming is in progress.

Slat Tilt Operation:
Tilting The Slats Up:

Tilting The Slats Down:

Press and hold the UP button to open the
blind slats. Release the button when the
desired position is reached.

Press and hold the DOWN button to close
the slats. Release the button when the
desired position is reached.

For setting your 'Favourite Position' (My Button), please see page 4.
The blind will move to the pre-programmed limit / at the pre-programmed speed. To the changed this please
see page 4 and 5.

Further Programming:
When programming the different aspects, the blind will be required to jog
(moves up slightly then down once) to confirm the programmed action. If
the blind does not jog, press the program button on the motor (as detailed
in page 4) briefly until the blind jogs once.

Setting Your Favourite Position:
1. Press the UP or DOWN button until the slats are tilted in your preferred position, then press the
MY button to stop them. If necessary, adjust the desired position by pressing either the UP or
DOWN button a little more.
2. Press and hold the MY button until the blind jogs. The slat position has now been stored to
memory as the 'favourite position'.
3. To action your favourite position, simply press the MY button on your remote and the blind will
automatically tilt the slats to the set position.
4. To set a new MY button position, simply re-follow steps 1 and 2 again.

Adjusting Slat Tilt Up Limit (Up Slat Position):
1. Press the UP button. Blind will tilt to the pre-set UP limit.
2. Once the blind stops at the pre-set upper limit, press and hold the UP and DOWN buttons simultaneously
until the blind jogs.
3. Press and hold either the UP or DOWN button to adjust slats to the new position.
4. Press and hold the MY (Stop) button until the blind jogs. New Upper Limit (Up Stop Position) is now added
to the memory.

Adjusting Slat Tilt Down Limit (Down Slat Position):
1. Press the DOWN button. Blind will tilt to the pre-set DOWN limit.
2. Once the blind stops at the pre-set down limit, press and hold the UP and DOWN buttons simultaneously
until the blind jogs.
3. Press and hold either the UP or DOWN button to adjust slats to the new position.
4. Press and hold the MY (Stop) button until the blind jogs. New Lower Limit (Down Stop Position) is now
added to the memory.

Further Programming:
When programming the different aspects, the blind will be required to jog
(moves up slightly then down once) to confirm the programmed action. If
the blind does not jog, press the program button on the motor (as detailed
in page 4) briefly until the blind jogs once.

Adjusting the Speed - Increasing The Tilt Speed:
1. To increase the tilt speed, press the MY and UP buttons until the blind jogs.
2. There are 4 speed settings, so repeat step 1 as needed.
3. The maximum setting has been reached when the motorised product briefly moves 3 times in one
direction then back 3 times in the other direction.
Adjusting the Speed - Decreasing The Tilt Speed:
1. To reduce the tilt speed, press the MY and DOWN buttons until the blind jogs.
2. There are 4 speed settings so repeat step 1 as needed.
3. The minimum setting has been reached when the motorised product briefly moves 3 times in one
direction then back 3 times in the other direction
Note: The motor has 4 speed settings, each action increases or decrease the speed setting by 1.
When the min or max speed has been reached, the blind will no longer respond to attempts to change this
setting.

Pairing A Second Remote:
1. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the original remote* until
the blind jogs once.
2. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the new remote* until the
blind jogs once. New remote is now added to the memory and can be used to operate the blind.
*The program button on a Situo RTS (standard remote supplied with a motorised roller blind) is underneath the back
casing which can be slid off and on.

Deleting A Remote:
1. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the back of the original remote*
until the blind jogs once.
2. Using a paper clip or pen, press and hold the PROGRAM button on the second remote until the blind
jogs once. Second remote is now deleted and will not operate the blind.
*The program button on a Situo RTS (standard remote supplied with a motorised roller blind) is underneath the back
casing which can be slid off and on.

Restore To Factory Settings:
To delete all previous settings: Using
a paper clip, press and hold the
PROGRAM button, located on the
top of the motor casing, until the
blind jogs 3 times (approx. 12
seconds).

Note: All remotes and limits will be erased from the motor memory.

WARNING
Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate
the product. Always use a safety device to keep cords or chains out of reach of children.
To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords
may become wrapped around a child’s neck. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window
covering cords.
Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop.
SAFETY DEVICE
The safety device must be installed at the
maximum distance possible from the control
mechanism and at least 1.5m from the floor.
Place the safety device on the wall and mark
the positioning of the 2 screw holes.

Wrap the cords around the cleats as shown
When the cords are fully accumulated
ensure they are secure so when any cord is
pulled ne excess cord is released

